Intro
My paintings and sculptures are inspired by the beauty of what
we are inside and out. Creating works of art, be it large or small
to fit your space, is a special moment that I look forward to
sharing with you at your event.

Types of Live Painting + Art

1.) Watercolor on LARGE paper (126 x 74cm /4'16" x 2' 5").

2.) Watercolor on STANDARD format paper (a series of
minimum 10 paintings, A3 format).

3.) Live sculpture art (16 x 10 x 10 cm / 6" x 4" x 4" approx.)

4.) Live mural art (minimum 2m2)

Process
During the event I will preform an ongoing live art session. Be
the event a wedding, corporate event or family reunion, the
painting comes to life as the party unfolds. The artwork may be
purchased in which case it may be cherished for years to come. In
any case your guests will entertain themselves watching me paint
or sculpt.

Standard rates and fees
The cost of my live event painting service is determined by the
size, type of artwork and time (2 hours approx.)

1.) Watercolor on LARGE paper (126 x 74 cm / 4'16" x 2' 5").
195 Euros

2.) Watercolor on STANDARD format paper (a limited edition of
10 paintings, A3 format).
95 Euros
3.) Live sculpture session (16 x 10 x 10 cm / 6" x 4" x 4" approx.)
Note: Sculpture will take approximately 48 hrs to harden and 1
week to be completely dry. If sold, it should be stored in a safe
area in room-temperature for this duration.
119 Euros

4.) Live mural art
Note: Rates depend on the wall surface, type of wall and detail of
mural chosen. Depending on the quality of the wall there may
need to be an undercoat painted 2-3 days before event at an extra
fee.
250 euros per square meter *Minimum size: 2m2
Depending on your event, I will sketch 3 mural possibilities from
which you may choose from. For special mural materials extra
fee will apply.

Frequently Asked Questions
1. What needs to be provided? Not much! Just connect me with
your event planner and I'll do the rest.
2. Does the paint smell? No! I use only high quality watercolor,
water based paints or sculpting material which are odorless and
non-toxic. All watercolor paper is high grade and acid-free
(meaning the painting will withstand time)!
3. How far in advance do I need to book? 1 to 3 months is ideal.
Contact me about my availability regardless!
4.) Is framing included? Sorry no! However, if preferred I can
offer a special UV varnish upon purchase.

Fee Advance - Please note that all Live Event Painting Session
reservations require an advance for materials in order to secure
your booking. This is 50% of the total price via wire transfer and
is non refundable.

Travel Expenses - Live Painting Events taking place more than
80 kilometers from my studio in Annecy, France are subject to a
travel fee depending on venue location and if an overnight stay is
required.

Cancellation Policy - To reschedule or cancel a Live Event
Painting reservation, advance notice is a must. The 50% advance
can be put towards your rescheduled date but cannot be refunded
at any time. For all events, cancellations made under 3 weeks will
be charged in full.

